FROM ODIN TO CHRIST

Pagan to Christian

On the most complete of
the crosses at Middleton
in Yorkshire, England, is
this fine representation of
a helmeted Viking
warrior surrounded by
his weapons.
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o the Vikings living and travelling in a Europe that was
almost entirely Christian, conversion did not come äs a
single explosive event. If we
think of the earlier Situation in England,
where Christianity obliterated virtually all
recorded knowledge of pagan thought and
practice, the way in which some Norsemen
remained coolly balanced between two religions, examining the merits of both, and in
some cases trying to get the protective benefits
of both, is a fascinating study. It is presumably one of the results of this detachment, that
even after conversion there is still this
willingness among the converted to remember and write about paganism rather
than discarding it simply äs error, idolatry
and devil-worship.
The transition period between paganism
and Christianity leaves traces in carving,
literature and metalwork. Whether Vikings
first started to wear a Thor's hammer round
their necks because Christians wore pendant
crosses and crucifixes, or whether the tradition is independent of Christian influence,
cannot now be determined. But certainly
there was enough of a market for both for one
enterprising smith to leave behind him in
Denmark a single soapstone mould for the
production of both cross and hammer amulets. Most of the surviving pendants are
clearly identifiable äs either hammer or cross,
but there are examples where the design of the
one seems to have influenced the other, even
one example where we are not sure which it
was meant to be. Whether the canny Viking
who wore it intended the ambiguity is not
certain. Among saga characters with such
ambivalent attitudes, most noticeable is
Helgi, one of the early Icelandic settlers, who
named his farm Kristnes, Christ's Headland,
but did not entirely abandon Thor, whom he
was accustomed to invoke in serious matters.
A Viking poet somewhat sadly renounces the
heathen gods in his verse. He confesses that he
cannot entirely hate them, 'though Christ I

From Hammer to cross:
the enterprising lothcentury metalworker at
Trendgarden in Denmark
who made the soapstone
mould was clearly ready
to cater for clients of both
persuasions.

serve now'. This seems to be exactly the appropriate nomenclature for Christ alongattitude of the men who commissioned or side that for pagan deities. For example, one
carved stone crosses such äs those at Gosforth section of his work on poetic diction asks how
in Cumbria and Middleton in North York- it is proper to name Freyja, and the answer he
shire. Middleton has several crosses and cross gives is that 'She may be called daughter of
fragments of Viking date with characteristic Njord, sister of Frey, wife of Öd, mother of
Viking ornamentation. The most impressive Hnoss', and so on. A later section asks how it
shows on one panel a representation of a is proper to name Christ and the answer
helmeted man surrounded by his weapons. It begins: 'He can be called creator of heaven
is a reasonable supposition that the newly and of earth, of angels and of the sun, ruler of
converted took time to adjust to the thought the world and of the kingdom of heaven and
of burial without grave-goods, and that at of angels, king of the heavens and of the sun
least on this occasion they demonstrated on and of angels and of Jerusalem and of
the Christian symbol itself the style of Jordan', and so forth. Snorri of course is
furnished burial to which they were accus- writing in a Christian environment well after
tomed. At Gosforth, though again the cross the transition period, but it is interesting that
itself is an indication of Christian belief, the first poet he quotes of those who refer to
carvings on it appear to derive from pagan Christ is Eilif Gudrunarson, an Icelander
myth and legend: for example, the portrayal living around the period of Iceland's conof a woman with a drinking hörn, so like her version, who is known to have written
sisters on the Gotland stones, and the figure t>6rsdräpa, a poem recounting one of Thor's
conf ronting a serpent, perhaps Sigurd, dragon- adventures against the giants, and whose
poem referring to Christ, quoted by Snorri,
killer, perhaps Thor and Midgardsorm.
Snorri sees no difficulty in describing the uses imagery from pagan myth.

This Icelandic silver
pendant with its fierce
animal-head suspensionloop, could be a stylized
Thor's hammer or
perhaps a barbaric cross.
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Christianity
Left Silver crucifixes found
in Sweden display a
stylized figure of Christ
wearing trousers and
bound to the cross. The
small filigree Version is
from a grave at Birka, the
other from a Gotlandic
silver hoard.

Below A gilt brooch from
Hedeby also depicts the
crucifixion. The hrst
churches at Hedeby and
Birka were built by St
Ansgar in the 9th Century,
but little progress was
made with conversions
until much later in the
Viking Age.

he Vikings who settled in such
Christian countries äs England, Ireland or Normandy
rapidly adopted the religion of
the land they lived in. Danes
who had settled in northern districts of
England during Alfred's reign were thought in
the mid-tenth Century to need protection
against pagan Norwegian invaders, at any
rate by the writer of one poem in the AngloSaxon Chronicle. The poem, entered in the
Chronicle under the year 942., claims that the
Danes were captive in the chains of the
heathen, under the Northmen, until King
Edmund released them; this maybe reflects
the patriotism and religion of these settlers äs
much äs it does the writer's view.
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The conversion of Scandinavia, Iceland and
Greenland

In the meantime, at hörne in Denmark,
Christianity was also making its impact feit.
Harald Bluetooth died in 986 and what
Harald believed himself to have achieved in
the Service of the Christian God is proudly
recorded on the great rune-stone at Jelling,
where Harald declares that he 'won for
himself all Denmark and Norway, and made
the Danes Christians.'
It may be noted that though he claims to
have 'won' Norway there is nothing in this
Statement about making the Norwegians
Christian. In fact Earl Hakon, who held
Norway under Harald, was a firm supporter
of pagan cults, but in 995 Hakon was

succeeded by Olaf Tryggvason, a vigorous, but the decision was finally put into the hands
even an aggressive Christian. One of his poets of the Lawspeaker, who was at that time
describes him äs a destroyer of heathen still heathen himself. 'He lay down and drew
sanctuaries, and a reliable twelfth-century his cloak over him and lay there that whole
Icelandic historian credits him with the day and the night after, not speaking a word.'
conversion of Iceland äs well äs of Norway. By then he had come to a decision. His first
Later Icelandic saga-writers attribute to him thought was that the country must not be split
On one face of King
the conversion of Greenland äs well. His was - all must agree to follow one law, for division Harald's
great rune-stone
a short rule, four years or five, and there was of law meant breaking of peace and laying at Jelling in Denmark is
undoubtedly much Opposition to his impo- waste of land. The 'law' he chose for his this representation of the
Christ. The figure
sition of Christianity, especially in the remote countrymen to follow was that of Christian- isbound
again formalized with
areas of Norway where pagan thought had ity, and all those in the land who had not yet no attempt at naturalistic
scarcely been challenged. But his achieve- undergone the baptismal ceremony were to detail, the formality being
emphasized by the symments in that time must have been consider- do so. But he also made provision for those metrical ribbon interlace
able, since Olaf Haraldsson — St Olaf — who who were unwilling to forsake their old ways, around Christ's body.
took over Norway in 1015, was able to
consolidate the conversion.
On mainland Scandinavia, if we accept
what the sagas say about Olaf Tryggvason
and St Olaf, there was inevitable Opposition
to the introduction of Christianity and some
ferocity, even brutality, in establishing it.
There was Opposition in Iceland too, but the
story of the eventual conversion of Iceland
brought about so calmly and rationally makes
pleasant reading. The twelfth-century historian Ari, a good scholar and a man careful
to quote his sources, describes in detail
Iceland's conversion in the year 1000. Initially
things did not look too good for Iceland or
Icelanders, since the first priest sent by Olaf
Tryggvason to convert them baptized a
number of influential men, 'but when he had
been here one year he went away, having
killed two or three men who had slandered
him.' A turbulent priest! His report to Olaf
implied that the conversion of Iceland would
be a problem, and Olaf reacted with violence,
threatening to kill or maim all Icelanders then
in Norway. He was persuaded out of this plan
by a couple of admirably clear-headed
Icelanders who put their minds to the
conversion of their country and the averting
of Olaf's anger. They returned to Iceland and
planned matters for the next meeting of the
Althing, Iceland's national assembly. Here
Christian and heathen might have fought,
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and allowed men still to sacrifice to their
pagan gods in secret if they so wished.
The building of churches
According to the saga of Eirik the Red, the
discoverer of Greenland, Eirik's son Leif
was sent by Olaf Tryggvason to preach
Christianity in Greenland. Eirik did not welcome the new faith, but his wife Thjodhild
'accepted immediately and had a church built,
not too near their home. It was called
Thjodhild's church.' When archaeologists
excavated Brattahlid, the site of Eirik's farm
on Greenland (see page 83), they discovered
below medieval stone ruins the remains of
Thjodhild's small turf-wa^tgd woodenpanelled church, with ffs accompanying
cemetery.
In. Urne the GregWgf^JJÄtlements nwmaddition to Tflfjqdhild's, approxiseventeen stpt^Suilt churches LH^
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The tiny Viking church ^x/y^
at Brattahlid in
Greenland was built
Thjodhild, wife of
the Red, in about 1001.
Its bow-sided walls of
turf, wooden panelling
and fixed benches are
characteristic of local
building traditions.ln
this sketch oi
surroundingxern^tery,
the sex of me^keletons
(where determined) has;
been indicated by the u
of different colours : blue
for men and red for
women. Green denotes
children and adolescents.
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attempts to take Christianity even further
west, for the Icelandic annals record that in
the early twelfth Century one bishop tried to
sail to Vinland. Among the stories recorded
about the eleventh-century voyages of discovery from Greenland along the North
American coast there is a curiously convincing anecdote concerning friction between
Christian and heathen. During a food shortage men prayed to God for supplies, but one
unpopulär character called Thorhall disappeared to make his own private devotions.
When a whale was washed ashore Thorhall
claimed, 'Wasn't the Redbeard of more use
than your Christ? This is my return for the
poem I composed for my patron Thor.' The
writer says that when the men knew this
y threw it over the cliff
andeöiisted in Gda's mercy, but since he has
'JYjr
sy?*
/***
also said jftjjj^ating it made jjhyfn ill there
een a stromdy pra^rigaLelement in
^faT
®* /V^
ure. Em/^Sßtf rpcondsyliow in the

Right Carved wooden
panels from the farm at
Flatatunga in Iceland may
originally have been part
of an nth-century church.
Above are interlacing
tendrils in the Ringerike
style, below, a row of
saints' heads.

The i2.th-century tympanum of St Michael's church at Hoveringham
in Nottinghamshire, England, shows St Michael fighting a dragon.
But the coils of the beast are so much in the Anglo-Scandinavian
tradition that it must have been expecting to confront Sigurd
or Thor rather than an archangel.
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Greenland colony itself, when the harvest had
been poor and food was short, the men asked
a pagan prophetess to teil the future for them.
What happened next demonstrates again the
tolerance that could exist between Christian
and pagan. When the prophetess needed
someone to sing certain specific songs,
Gudrid, the only woman present who knew
them, refused, 'for I am a Christian woman'.
She was persuaded to do so however by the
telling argument that she could both give help
'and be no worse a woman than before'. It is
pleasant to note that the prophetess subsequently foretold for Gudrid a splendid future
back in Iceland, 'and over your descendants
shine brighter rays than I can see with clarity.'
Indeed, one of these descendants turned out
to be a bishop.
The Eastern influence
The Christianity of Scandinavia and its
Aboue Eastern influence
Atlantic colonies came largely from the West,
can be seen in the design
a considerable part being played by English
of this silver reliquary,
and German missionaries and teachers. But
from Gätebo on Oland,
although its Urnes-style
there was also a strong Viking movement
details show that it was in
eastward and contacts especially between
fact made in Scandinavia.
Sweden and Byzantium. Swedish rune-stones
Below 'Resurrection' eggs record men who died in Grikkland and often
found in Sweden were
made äs Christian symbols have a cross äs part of the design äs well äs the
in the Kiev area.
formula 'God help his soul' or 'God and
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God's mother help his soul.' Here too are
records of those who died on pilgrimage to
Jerusalem. One competent woman, Ingerun,
had her own memorial stone carved before
she left home: 'She intends to go east and out
to Jerusalem.' The settlement at Kiev, part
Slav and part Viking, was converted to
Christianity not from the West but from
Byzantium, though at this date there was no
formal split between Roman and Greek
Orthodox Churches and their differences
were of ritual rather than theology. Artifacts
of religious significance showing the influence
of Byzantine ritual and Byzantine art came
back to Sweden by way of trade or gift, or
private devout purchase.
The effects of Christianity
As the countries of Scandinavia became
Christian there followed the inevitable effects
on culture, law codes and conduct. Such
effects do not take place immediately, and
indeed it seems to have been a good deal more
difficult for the Vikings to renounce their code
of vengeance, for exa/nple, than to renounce
their heathen gods. In the Icelandic saga
literature we find many examples of people
conscious that their honour and that of their
family depends on killing someone who has
slandered or injured them, and some people
conscious also of the tensions between the
demands of honour and the demands of their
religion. In N jäh Saga Flosi, not the most
important character, but perhaps the one
making the most important decision, says
succinctly:
We have two alternatives, neither of
them good; the one is to turn back,
which will result in our deaths; the
other is to kindle fire and burn them in
their house, which is a great
responsibility in the sight of God and
we are Christians. Now let us kindle
fire äs quickly äs possible.
What Christianity would hope to achieve
was a modification of the desire for vengeance, a willingness to allow fine and

compensation to take the place of killing.
Christian saga literature sometimes demonstrates and applauds the greater courage and
goodness shown by those willing not to
pursue vengeance. The passive courage of the
martyr is contrasted with the active courage
of the warrior. The Njal of Njäls Saga, whose
home Flosi is burning, has words of Christian
comfort for all his household: 'Believe also
this, that God is merciful and he will not let us
burn in this world and in the next.' He
combines the old heroism and new trust in
God, refusing to accept safe exit from his
house, 'because I am an old man and unfit to
avenge my sons, but I will not live in shame',
after which he and his wife lie down in the
burning house, cross themselves and commend their souls to God. This is of course the
saga-writer's interpretation many years after
the event, but the tensions inherent in two sets
of values must have been a reality for many in
the conversion period and later. The first
surviving translation into Norse of the Bible
demonstrates how parts of the Old Testament
seemed naturally to accord with Viking
ethics, and in particular the translation of the
Book of Joshua reads äs if it might well have
fitted into the saga of some Christian warrior
king such äs Olaf Tryggvason or St Olaf.
Viking saints
The Viking Olaf was not the only one among
the first generations of Norse Christians to be
awarded the accolade of sainthood, but he
was among the earliest and also among the
most populär. In pagan times kings had
sometimes been raised to divine Status after
their deaths. In the early Christian period,
though missionaries frequently become saints
and martyrs, there is some national pride
involved in the acquiring of a national and
especially of a royal saint. The Norwegian
Olaf seems to fulfil the role of patron saint or
favourite saint for all newly Christian Scandinavia. His cult, early established in Norway
and Iceland, is found also in the British Isles,
where many churches of an early date are

dedicated to St Olaf. The Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle has an entry for 1055 which runs:
'In this year Earl Siward died in York, and he
is buried in the minster which he himself had
built and consecrated in the name of God and
Olaf.' A Swedish rune-stone records of one
adventurer that 'He died in Holmgard
[Novgorod] in Olaf's church.' Holmgard on
the Viking road east reminds us again of
Byzantium at the end of that road. Here the
Viking mercenaries, the bodyguard of the
Byzantine Emperor, were said (admittedly äs
usual by an Icelandic historian) to have had
their own church dedicated to St Olaf, where
above the altar hung the sword that Olaf
carried in his last battle at Stiklestad in
Norway in 1030.

St Olaf, King of Norway,
was struck down at the
battle of Stiklestad in AD
1030. This event is
depicted in an illuminated
initial from a folio of the
manuscript Flateyjarbok,
written in Iceland in the
I4th Century.
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